Attachment K - Weld Booth Rear Wall

Welder Power 480v 3phase

Fan 750cfm Min Var. Speed

22A Wire Feeder

Fan Speed Selector Switch

Gas Shut-Off Valve

Argon Flow Meter

115v Nominal Heavy Duty Outlet

Platforms need to support Miller XMT 350 and Miller 22a Wire Feeder

Platforms need to be of correct size and capable of holding the weight of both wire feeder and welder

Platform: Height 6.5 feet from Floor

Fan Height: 7.5 feet from Floor to Fan Center

Booth Wall: Space between top of wall and ceiling should be no more than 4 inches

Gas Shut-Off Valves can stick straight out from the rear wall and then have Flow Meter attached and should be positioned under Platforms at least Sixty inches (60") from floor